Lausanne must-sees during your stay

Whether by bus or metro or on foot discover Lausanne: museum visits, a stroll in the parks and gardens or along the floral quays, excursions on the lake or in the vineyards, cultural activities, shopping and more.

Lausanne Must-sees


Free visits

Art Museum Plateforme 10: the collection of Swiss paintings (Lausanne, underground station Gare)


Geological museum (Lausanne underground station Riponne-Maurice Béjart)


Archeological museum (Lausanne underground station Riponne-Maurice Béjart)


Botanical garden (Lausanne underground station Délices)


Cathedral, the most important early Gothic church in Switzerland (Lausanne, underground station Bessières)

[https://www.cathedrale-lausanne.ch/accueil/](https://www.cathedrale-lausanne.ch/accueil/)

Tulip festival (Morges, 15 minutes by train)

[https://www.morges-tourisme.ch/fr/Z14689/fete-de-la-tulipe](https://www.morges-tourisme.ch/fr/Z14689/fete-de-la-tulipe)

Lavaux vineyards, UNESCO heritage (Cully, Rivaz, Epesses)


Highlights

Olympic museum (Lausanne, underground station Ouchy-Olympique)

[https://olympics.com/musee](https://olympics.com/musee)

Sauvabelin parc: with farm and forest animals, a pond and a panoramic tower with view over the city and Lake Geneva, it has many attractions to offer (Lausanne, bus station La Clochate)

Museum Art brut (Lausanne, bus station Beaulieu)
https://www.artbrut.ch/en_GB

Medieval castle Chillon (Montreux, 30 minutes by train)
https://www.chillon.ch/

Limestone caves (Vallorbe, 1 hour by train)
https://grottesdevallorbe.ch/en/

Myvaud: experiences
https://www.myvaud.ch/en/